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SA social listening collated input 
19 Aug 2021 

 
This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to Covid 
& vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in SA. Thanks to all who submitted.  
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1. Red Cross (Irene) 
 
The key issues from community feedback mechanism in the past week are;  

 When will COVID-19 end? 

 Why vaccine delay to the youth? 

 Vaccine used to track people 

 Vaccines cause death 
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2. National Department of Health (Charity) 
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KEY POINTS TO NOTE: 
 
#1. A surprise public response to an alleged death after vaccination was noted when one 
person challenged the author to provide a vaccination card and a death certificate to proof the 
claim. Some people believe by seeing, a key communication lesson. 
 
#2. Misinformation or disinformation by Anti-vaxx leaders are more damaging because these 
are trusted members of the community with a big following that is too quick to defend them. 
 
#3. Communication on Covid-19 and vaccines by the executives is skewed towards the urban 
and educated audience because of the language they frequently use and their frequent choice 
of communication platforms. There is general view that people in the rural areas are neglected.  
 
#4. Conversations about communal responsibility inform communication about vaccines in that 
messaging must explain the WHY’s and show how one’s “personal decision” can impact the 
lives of people around them. 
 
#5. Ongoing comments about inequity between access to resources, access to communication 
platforms and information between rich and poor, the educated and illiterate, urban and rural.  
 
#7. 18 year old people and older want assistance for registration at the vaccination site. Some 
do not have smart phones and others unemployed to afford data. Others described the process 
long, and expensive. 
 
#8. People with chronic diseases want reassurance that government will organize Testing for 
and monitoring of vital signs at the vaccination site 
 
#9. Pregnant mothers reluctant to vaccinate because they want to understand first the long-term 
effects to their unborn babies  
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3. CCF (Nnete, Pauline) 
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4. Real 411 (William, Azola) 
 
Top Three Real411 Week ending 20 August 2021  
 

1. MISINFO: A video shared that is full of misinformation and misleading statements 
arguing that vaccines are not in fact vaccine. See complaint 1648 here 
 
TRUTH: This is false claim. The claim that it's an 'experimental mRNA injection' is just 
anti-vaccination foolery – see here.  
 
Further, similar to last week, more tales of death, hospitalisations by vaccine.   
 
MMA did this piece last week that unpacks misrepresenting cause of death.: 
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-08-09-disinformation-in-a-time-of-
covid19-weekly-trends-in-south-africa-2/  
 

2. MISINFO: Complaint 1653 here reports that there is a website that’s being touted as the 
place to report adverse events following vaccines. They claim more than 3000 deaths 
already - literally any death that happened after a vaccine. It's nonsense and dangerous 
for people who actually have an adverse event.  

 
 
Regards itself as an independent, public interest reporting system that purports to 
provide 'honest statistics to the public, free from political or pharmaceutical agenda.' 
There are many issues with this site, the most glaring being that no medical professional 
has publicly put their name to the site.  
 
 
TRUTH: Website has previously been flagged and reported. The information has been 
debunked as unverified and unsubstantiated. An infographic should be issued to inform 
people where they can provide information should they have adverse reactions to 
vaccinations. The SA government also has an official vaccine website with facts and 
myths, see here.  
 

https://portal.real411.org.za/review/IQ2SB96D?returnToPage=1
https://www.mskcc.org/coronavirus/myths-about-covid-19-vaccines
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-08-09-disinformation-in-a-time-of-covid19-weekly-trends-in-south-africa-2/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-08-09-disinformation-in-a-time-of-covid19-weekly-trends-in-south-africa-2/
https://portal.real411.org.za/review/lozumk2k?returnToPage=1
https://www.gov.za/covid-19/vaccine
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3. MISINFO: The article, shared on Twitter, contains false information about the Covid-19, 
the Covid-19 vaccine and PCR tests. It makes a variety of unfounded claims about the 
vaccines and promotes vaccine hesitancy under the guise of a commitment to what is 
right and just. Also drives the propaganda that MRNA vaccines are linked to rising 
breakthrough infections, hospitalisations and deaths.  

 
 
Truth: Breakthrough infections do not mean vaccines aren’t effective/working. 
Breakthrough infections in vaccinated individuals are also usually more mild, which 
makes the claims that the vaccine is contributing to rising hospitalisations and deaths 
entirely false. See here. 

 

  

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/six-important-things-know-about-breakthrough-infections-180978408/
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5. Health Systems Trust contribution (Antoinette) 
 

Mampara of the Week – Dr Susan Vosloo 

From the Daily Maverick; SAMA call for united pro-vaccine message 

Netcare distances itself from anti-vax doctor 

 

The Religious Right at work in defence of Anti-vax doctor accusing the mainstream media of being 

a bunch of puppets. Commentary countering the anti-vaccination rhetoric strongly evident. The 

gloves are definitely off. 

 
 

 

KZN in the spotlight 
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Evolving narrative 

 

From News24: anti-vaxxer Priscilla Potgieter vaccinates after COVID-19 deaths in family 

 

https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/ex-anti-vaxxer-gets-her-jab-the-list-of-

people-i-know-dying-of-covid-19-is-growing-longer-20210818 

 

CapeTalk discusses anti-vaccination groups 

 

 
 

In The Guardian, Nesrine Malik comments on how vaccine hesitancy globally might be an 

indicator of the broken relationship people have with the state 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/aug/15/vaccine-hesitancy-broken-

relationship-state-conspiracy-theorists 

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/aug/15/vaccine-hesitancy-broken-relationship-state-conspiracy-theorists
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/aug/15/vaccine-hesitancy-broken-relationship-state-conspiracy-theorists
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UCT weighs in on vaccine misinformation – YouTube clip in response to Susan 

Vosloo  

 

 
 

Five reactions to over-18s possibly getting 

Covid-19 vaccines from this week 
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2021-08-17-five-reactions-to-over-18s-possibly-
getting-covid-19-vaccines-from-this-week/ 
There has been strong reaction from politicians and the public to health minister Dr Joe Phaahla 

suggesting Covid-19 vaccinations could be open to everyone over the age of 18 before the end of the 

week. 

 

 
 
 

https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2021-08-17-five-reactions-to-over-18s-possibly-getting-covid-19-vaccines-from-this-week/
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2021-08-17-five-reactions-to-over-18s-possibly-getting-covid-19-vaccines-from-this-week/
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Risk communication share from BMJ 

 

 
 

Advice re post-jab 
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6. CCI (Nthabiseng and team) 
 

 “Rumour has it that the CoVid-19 vaccination is meant to kill people as a way of reducing 

population. This is what people in my area believe, they say they won't get vaccinated. I 

stay in Thembalethu, Kwa Mhlanga, Mpumalanga” – WhatsApp line 

 
 “The ANC can't bring us water in Limpopo but can Bring us vaccine? Thinking face. 

Something is fishy”- Twitter  

https://twitter.com/BikaJika/status/1427720685103759361?s=20 
 

 “They're even giving people discounts for vaccinating in some shops”-Twitter  

https://twitter.com/Thabz9512/status/1427897271228768259?s=20 
 Some of online the conversations after Game called on members of the public to show 

proof of vaccination and will be granted a 10% discount  

https://twitter.com/BikaJika/status/1427720685103759361?s=20
https://twitter.com/Thabz9512/status/1427897271228768259?s=20
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7. National Institute or Communicable Diseases (Nileen and Sine) 
 
PRIMARY TOPICS 
 
1. COVID-19 death rate 

Concerns about the high death rate persists from previous weeks.  
 

    
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
2. COVID-19 Vaccines and Vaccination 

We have been pushing out communication that vaccines have been deemed safe for 
use by pregnant women (barring high risk pregnancies). The message is clear though 
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that any pregnant woman should consult her doctor if she’s considering taking the 
vaccine. We have received a lot of criticism from our communities.  
 

    
       

  
 

   
 

          
 
3. Fake news and misinformation relating to COVID-19 vaccines and trustworthiness 

of data continue to create unnecessary anxiety and fear.  
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8. CABC (Jesse and team) 
 

● Vaccine Misinformation  

● Vaccination Rate Declines  

● Vaccine Passports  

 

Vaccine Misinformation    
 
This week our researchers found a few posts that were flagged as spreading vaccine 
misinformation. The first post suggests that the COVID-19 pandemic was “created” for the 
interests of the vaccine. This post had 75 retweets and 379 likes. The following post by MamGcina 
Jafta also had medium engagement with 75 retweets and 223 likes. This tweet questions how the 
COVID-19 vaccine could be created “in a matter of months”, while there is no vaccine for 
HIV/AIDS, Ebola or Swine Flu.  
 

 
 
The next tweet by Lehlonhonolo is bringing up questions around vaccine side-effects. They state 
that we are still “await[ing] data for any possible long-term effects of jabs.” Finally Leon speaks to 
the recent incident in which complaints have been laid against leading heart surgeon, Dr Susan 

http://twitter.com/x/status/1426074216793874432
http://twitter.com/x/status/1426247043597672454
http://twitter.com/x/status/1426247043597672454
http://twitter.com/x/status/1426478904089456640
http://twitter.com/x/status/1426191078001102849
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Vosloo, who made controversial claims about the COVID-19 vaccine. (read more about the 
incident here). The tweet states, “They are going to cancel her for going against the flow.” The 
tweet got some traction with 78 retweets and 161 likes.  

 
 
 

Vaccination Rate Declines  
 
Keywords like “rollout” and “vaccine sites'' were used to dive into the social media vaccination 
conversation over the last week. Based on these keywords, 2359 mentions were assessed. While 
this number may not seem large at first glance, the calculated reach that these posts had was 
6.28 million in 7 days.  
 

 
 
 
On 12 August 2021, Mia Malan (Editor in Chief at bhekisisa) posted a tweet saying that she had 
asked @healthza for reasons why we are doing fewer than 200,000 vaccinations per day when 
we now have enough injections. Her thread continued to explain that @healthza cited 3 reasons 
for the decline in vaccination rates: the long weekend; security protocols required for transporting 
the vaccines and that demand for 35-49 year olds has decreased.  
 

https://www.news24.com/health24/medical/infectious-diseases/coronavirus/complaints-to-be-laid-against-leading-heart-surgeon-after-problematic-video-on-covid-19-vaccines-20210813
https://twitter.com/miamalan/status/1425732111475036167
https://twitter.com/HealthZA
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Responding to the above post, Twitter user @deanMacpherson was visibly outraged by the 
excuse that the vaccine rollout had slowed down because of the public holiday on 09 August 
2021. 
 

 
 
Political parties like the DA pushed for the government to open up the vaccination process to all 
South Africans that are above the age of 18 to compensate for the slow down in the vaccine 
rollout. 

 
 
However, fringe organisations like the “International Legal Alliance for Health SA” called for a 
halt to the process presenting 12 key issues to social media users that they feel need to be 
addressed. 

https://twitter.com/DeanMacpherson/status/1425744188021280773
https://twitter.com/News24/status/1427609212566310912
https://twitter.com/CapeTalk/status/1427908177190920192
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By 17 August, conversation about the vaccine rollout centered around the topic of vaccine 
hesitancy with social media news pages confirming that the department of health has 
acknowledged that many people are afraid of getting the vaccine. 
 

 
 

https://twitter.com/TimesLIVE/status/1427645395648274433
https://twitter.com/ewnupdates/status/1427594571253383173
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Some Twitter users provided useful information to encourage the unvaccinated who qualified for 
the injection to go and get it, even going to the extent of providing a list of sites that accept walk-
ins.  
 
Cape Talk’s social media page posted a link to an article, which claims that the government is 
not communicating enough about the vaccine. Commenting on the post a Twitter user felt that it 
was dangerously irresponsible for Cape Talk to present the data in the way that it did: 
 

 
Another twitter user creatively suggested that the Department of Health should have partnered 
with the creators of South African soap operas to drive out information claiming that South 
Africans are obsessed with daily dramas and that they have been used to drive social messages 
in the past. 
 

https://twitter.com/Vuyo_Mhaga/status/1427215883928231938
https://twitter.com/KwaraKekana/status/1426923807567138829
https://twitter.com/PhophiRamathuba/status/1426254399245070337
https://twitter.com/CapeTalk/status/1427908177190920192
https://twitter.com/PhathuMakwarela/status/1427259125449338894
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Vaccine Passports  
At the time of writing this report our researchers found a volume of 266 mentions when looking at 
#novaccinepassports (203 mentions) and #notovaccinepassportsanywhere (63 mentions). The 
below graph shows the trend of these hashtags over the last week.   
 

 
 
Although there was not a lot of content originating from South Africa, it was a conversation that 
gained some momentum through retweets among the online conversation in the country. This 
tweet had some engagement with 86 retweets and 125 likes, and shows a video and states that 
“vaccines are provisional; long-term effects unknown.” This South African account retweeted a 
post in support of French anti-vaccine protests. The original tweet had a high rate of engagement 
with 845 retweets and 2382 likes. Another international tweet that made its way into the South 
African online space was originally by Adnan Al-Daini. This tweet refers to Denmark abolishing 
all COVID-19 measures, the tweet states that citizens will “no longer have to provide evidence of 
whether they are vaccinated” or not. This tweet received a high level of engagement with 2190 
retweets and 4140 likes. This next tweet contains sentiments around vaccine hesitancy stating 

https://twitter.com/MillennialRevo2/status/1427388913799376908
https://twitter.com/AlanDavie1/status/1426532666279698434
https://twitter.com/ProfTimNoakes/status/1426578372084252676
https://twitter.com/CycleJunkie88/status/142664042066314445%209
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that “70% of Israel’s citizens are vaccinated. Meanwhile, 80-90% of hospital patients are ‘fully’ 
vaccinated. I think I’ll wait before I take this #jab.”  
 

 
 
This next tweet has a picture with the words: “If you cannot question it, it’s not science, it’s 
propaganda” and suggests that the vaccine rollout is propaganda. The tweet also uses the 
following hashtags: #PfizerLeak and #ProtectOurKids which emphasises the anti-vax sentiment 
that is evident in this post. This tweet did not garner much traction with only 16 retweets and 40 
likes. Finally, this tweet also plays into the propaganda narrative and states that the people hold 
the power, not the government. The tweet says, “We hold the power… People should not be 
afraid of their governments, governments should be afraid of their people. Hold. Your. Line.” This 
tweet gained quite a bit of engagement with 678 retweets and 1855 likes.  
 

 
 

https://twitter.com/MohauCele/status/1426974873411366922
https://twitter.com/Psychedelicfam/status/1425320418769096704
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